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Escape to an idyllic world where spectacular beauty fuses with blissful comfort. An unspoilt island resort 

beckons in the heart of the Indian Ocean. Lose yourself in a pure horizon, where the calm breeze whispers 

notes of serenity beside the iridescent water and vast stretches of pristine sand.  Like the archipelago 

of islands that it belongs to, a constellation of treasures awaits leisure travellers who share a passion for 

luxury experiences.    

Unforgettable experiences are the result of this perfect blend of spectacular beauty and gracious 

hospitality, where guests capture the essence of opulence in its most essential form. Impeccable choice, 

seamless service and unadulterated pleasure shape the character of this resort paradise, where every 

detail has been meticulously crafted to inspire journeys of discovery and enjoyment. 

Informal yet elegant, with the perfect touch to fulfill every need, Jumeirah Vittaveli is a magical island 

escape that indulges and delights. Whether you dream of romantic togetherness or long to revel in playful 

leisure, an abundance of unparalleled choice, comfort and pleasure sets the stage for the freedom that 

Jumeirah Vittaveli unveils. 

HOMEPAGE
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LOCATION

Consisting of a string of pearl-like island atolls, the Maldives are a natural phenomenon that was once 

part of the mountainous landscape below the crystal-clear waters of the Indian Ocean. There are only 

200 small populated islands making the Maldive Islands the ultimate in remote paradise. 

With its year-round tropical climate, warm sea breezes, pleasant ocean conditions and almost continual 

sunshine, the Maldives present the perfect year-round getaway destination. December to April is the best 

time for guests to experience uninterrupted enjoyment of brilliant white beaches and long, beautifully 

balmy days. 

Throughout the year the average temperature during the day reaches 30C, while the approximate night 

temperature hovers around a delightful 25C.

A 20 minute boat ride from Mal� International Airport brings you to a cool and serene island resort.  

Nestled in a spot of astounding beauty, its sophisticated magnificence is reflected in the profusion 

of glistening natural contours and Maldivian-inspired architecture. This is the flawless setting for 

uninterrupted contentment and family recreation.   
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A soothing palette of delightful textures and tones is embraced in the design of the spaciously 

apportioned villas and suites. Subtle Maldivian architectural expressions of traditional craftsmanship 

reveal an assortment of remarkably luxurious environments where discerning guests are reminded of 

how every individual need is uniquely anticipated with the inimitable STAY DIFFERENT™ philosophy of 

Jumeirah Hotels & Resorts. Feel a sense of liberating freedom that such space affords.

If you believe in exploring new dimensions with each holiday escape, this island chic resort unveils 

unforgettable memories and enduring satisfaction. 

Capture the timeless essence of opulence with bountiful rooms, honey coloured timber flooring and high 

ceilings. Both the stunning Beach Villas and Lagoon Villas cradled amidst pristine flora are surrounded 

with mesmerising views of sun-kissed beaches and azure skies, which can be admired as you shower 

in the copiously spaced open bathroom or from your idyllic private Beach Suite roof top. The Lagoon 

Suite, a haven of magnificence, perfectly positioned above the crystalline waters. With an aura of grace, 

the palatial Presidential Villa encapsulates the essence of resort grandeur, infused with peace and calm.

An intimate escape or an indulgent family retreat, Jumeirah Vittaveli offers you unmatched diversity, 

subtle luxury and personalised exploration.

Overview of Villas and Suites:

 • Private beach

 • Private pool and terrace

 • Indoor and outdoor daybeds

 • Semi open rainwater shower

 • Sumptuous down pillows and a queen size bed 

VILLAS AND SUITES
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At Jumeirah Vittaveli, we value the craftsmanship inherent in developing fine cuisine for every palate. 

Based on an appreciation of individuality offered within the realm of a flavourful culinary journey and 

unique luxury service, our award-winning chefs maintain a culture of excellence in our three captivating 

restaurants. Relaxed al fresco dining by the sea, or cocktails and culinary sophistication in themed 

interiors, guests enjoy a level of service and gastronomic ingenuity unrivalled amongst Maldivian island 

resorts. Each select restaurant has evolved with a genuine appreciation of what you cherish, with a fusion 

of what you dream. Island chic served with interactive flair defines all dining options. Creative dishes and 

fresh cuisine are prepared with the unique culinary panache for which Jumeirah Vittaveli is renowned.  

Dining at Samsara is an idyllic mix of taste, fun and delicious temptations delivered with a ‘Pan Asian’ 

twist. A stunning location with mesmerising views and spacious seating areas, ideal for informal mingling, 

this is where the heart of indulgent dining takes place. 

Dining at Mu is the perfect way to enjoy timeless experiences offered with an inimitable touch of 

refinement by the beach. Enjoy the exquisite simplicity of succulent barbequed delicacies. Exquisite fish, 

seafood and prime steaks are bursting with infused aromas chargrilled to perfection.    

Dining at Fenesse is the ultimate voyage of mouthwatering discovery in a unique overwater setting. 

Superbly crafted Mediterranean flavours are offered in an unusual and stylish setting created to whet 

your appetite and enhance your dreams for delicious experiences.

For those who wish to unwind with a cooling beverage amidst the tranquil waters of the pool can  

visit Bar-ee.     

DINING (INTRODUCTION)
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Samsara - All Day Dining

Enliven your penchant for choice and quality all day, every day with a Pan Asian menu interspersed by 

traditional classics and mouthwatering Maldivian delicacies.  Light, contemporary cuisine served in an 

alluring atmosphere spills onto outdoor terraces and is enriched by breathtaking views over the Indian 

Ocean. With a salad bar, buffet and � la carte dining options, an ample variety of foods, flavours and 

cooking styles unfold in an assortment of taste. 

From entr�es through to desserts, dishes are prepared at live cooking stations and served in creative 

Asian utensils. Blending Pan Asian cuisine with culinary flair, a varied and inspiring menu overflowing 

with mouthwatering delicacies is an ideal restaurant, catering to every gastronomic whim.  

A stunning patio overlooks captivating views of the deep blue Indian Ocean and timeless horizon beyond. 

Samsara is the hub where exciting fusions of taste merge with an idyllic island resort chic. 

DINING
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Mu - Beach Bar and Grill

Experience Maldivian warmth in its purest essence, a cordial greeting, an authentic smile and the finest 

of flavours. Inviting majlis style seating brings alive the starry skies, a breathtaking spectacle of celestial 

beauty that envelops you in unforgettable moments. Candlelight and cocktails lead the way for an 

evening of delicious lobster, red snapper and prime steak, lovingly grilled to perfection.   

Let the lapping waves awaken your appetite for an indulgent beachside experience filled with a variety 

of sizzling barbequed temptations. Seafood and tender steaks bursting with flavour is heightened by the 

impeccable service and breathtaking beauty of the natural panorama. Sundowners and celebrations, 

anytime is the perfect time at Mu.    

DINING
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Fenesse - Overwater Restaurant

The appeal of this overwater restaurant Fenesse lies in the spectacular interplay between refined 

Mediterranean dishes and the striking design element. A menu of authentic treasures and contemporary 

dishes ensures a journey of culinary perfection. The restaurant’s interactive theme adds excitement that 

unfolds into a journey of fulfillment. Added to a warm service, the promise of this intimate oceanic haven 

takes the element of signature dining to new levels of refinement. 

An ode to outstanding cuisine, its spectacular design frames the natural beauty of Jumeirah Vittaveli. The 

elegant, contemporary and intimate feel of this restaurant is complimented by flawlessley understated 

service. The mirrored floor-to-ceiling glass screens reveal the ‘open-concept’ show kitchen and a walk-

in wine cellar with an extensive collection that doubles as a private dining room for special events. 

Mediterranean temptations have found the ultimate expression. 

DINING
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There is a unique activity for every guest, an array of choices that focuses on fun, diversity and a 

celebration of the ultimate island resort getaway. Ideal for couples, families or groups, Jumeirah Vittaveli 

brings personalised excitement to your holiday. For the love of fitness and well-being, set time aside to 

visit the Health Spa and Gym.  Wander along sea facing trails of unsurpassed beauty; immerse yourself 

in the sea with snorkelling, canoeing, windsurfing and diving in the world’s rarest coral reefs, or benefit 

from the selection of children and family swimming pools and clubs for guaranteed entertainment and 

magical memories.

The time has come for you to let go and let pleasure take over.      
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Amid the tranquil waterways and tropical landscapes of Jumeirah Vittaveli lives a sanctuary of peace, 

enshrined in a philosophy of holistic wellness. Rejuvenate, refresh and accelerate your inner healing 

through a medley of treatments and programs designed to nurture optimal vitality. 

The model of the Talise journey of inner serenity begins by redefining the spa experience. Luxury 

and simplicity combine to unleash deep curative benefits through a personalized assessment 

Cleansing treatments and therapeutic relaxation experiences gently energize and balance your 

sustainable wellbeing.  

Alternative therapies offered by expert wellness specialists give you the opportunity of discovering new 

frontiers of healing, relaxation and decadent pampering. 

Talise Spa offers indulgences for couples in independent treatment rooms set in a luxuriant natural 

environment with a yoga platform, surrounded by the blissful ocean waves. Deep tranquility, balance 

and rejuvenation transform the spa experience to an art of inner healing.           

TALISE SPA
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Beach Villas – With an individual foyer, all 36 stunning beach villas have spacious interiors, with a 

breathtaking open air shower. Outdoor day beds created for languorous relaxation by an individual pool 

are interspersed along a meandering stretch of coastline. (184m2) 

Each of the spectacular Beach Villas (20 x Sunrise Villas and 16  x Sunset Villas) features:

Bedroom

 •   Timber flooring and high ceiling bedroom

 •   Deluxe king size bed (2m x 2m)

 •   Two bedsides tables

 •   Beautiful art wall

 •   Spacious walk-in wardrobe

 •   Writing desk

 •   Safe (laptop capable in size with built in charger)

 •   Private wine cellar

 •   Nespresso machine and tea making facilities

 •   Hair dryer, iron and iron board

Bathroom 

 • Mirrored vanity area

 • Double hand wash basins

 • Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 • Reclining sofa

 • Indoor lavatory

 • Separate outdoor shower with mesmerising views

 • Outdoor round bath tub

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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ROOMS DESCRIPTION

Outdoors 

 • Private “L” shape swimming pool (49m2)

 • Private beach

 • Private on-deck and beach sun loungers

 • Private decking with rocking chairs and dining table

 • Private massage and dining sala (28m2)

In room technologies 

 • Apple Media Center with innovative interactive controller

 • 42” flat screen television including keyboard

 • Bose sound system with iPOD docking station

 • Complimentary WiFi internet connection

 • Adjustable mood lighting in the room

In room service 

 •   Personalised chef on request

 •   Extensive pillows menu
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Beach Suites - Treasured family moments are guaranteed with the eight generously sized suites. 

Comprising a two-bedroom duplex, a dazzling pool leads onto a vista of sun-kissed beach, mesmerising 

waters and azure skies. Each Beach Suite has its own stunning rooftop terrace that is an idyllic spot for 

magical moments of unfettered peace. (302m2)

Each of the eight Beach suites features:

Master Bedroom

 • Timber flooring and high ceiling bedroom

 • Deluxe king size bed (2m x 2m)

 • Two bedsides tables

 • Beautiful art wall

 • Spacious walk-in wardrobe

 • Writing desk

 • Safe (laptop capable in size with built-in charger)

 • Private wine cellar

 • Nespresso machine and tea making facilities

 • Hair dryer, iron and iron board

Bathroom 

 • Mirrored vanity area

 • Double hand wash basins

 • Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 • Reclining sofa

 • Indoor lavatory

 • Separate outdoor shower with mesmerising views

 • Outdoor round bath tub

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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Second Bedroom 

 • Timber flooring and high ceiling bedroom

 • Twin beds (1m x 2m)

 • Outdoor balcony overlooking the lagoon

 • Beautiful wall art

 • Wardrobe

 • Safe (laptop capable in size with built-in charger)

 • Private wine cellar

 • Nespresso machine and tea making facilities

 • Hair dryer, iron and iron board

Second Bathroom 

 • Double hand wash basins

 • Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 • Reclining sofa

 • Indoor lavatory

Living Room 

 • Separate living room with private bathroom

Outdoors 

 • Private “L” shape swimming pool (49m2)

 • Private beach

 • Private on-deck and beach sun loungers

 • Private decking with rocking chairs and dining table

 • Private massage and dining sala (28m2)

 • Rooftop terrace with outdoor dining area and sun loungers

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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In room technologies

 • Apple Media Center with innovative interactive controller

 • 3 x 42” flat screen television including keyboard (master bedroom, second bedroom  

  and living room)

 • Bose sound system with iPOD docking station

 • Complimentary WiFi internet connection

 • Adjustable mood lighting

In room service

 • Personalised chef on request

 • Extensive pillows menu

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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Lagoon Villas - Incomparable comfort emerges within the 39 airy Lagoon Villas that encapsulate a 

harmonious balance between spectacular design and beautiful interiors. Each villa has a lavish pool with 

a private decking area that meanders to the sea. Day beds perfect for absorbing the calming feel of the 

sun’s warmth nurtures timeless daydreaming whilst gazing into the horizon. (200m2)

Each of the magnificent Lagoon Villas (23 x Sunrise Villas and 16 x Sunset Villas) features:

Bedroom

 • Timber flooring and high ceiling bedroom

 • Deluxe king size bed (2m x 2m)

 • Two bedside tables

 • Beautiful wall art

 • Wardrobe

 • Writing desk

 • Safe (laptop capable in size with built-in charger)

 • Private wine cellar

 • Nespresso machine and tea making facilities

 • Hair dryer, iron and iron board

Bathroom

 • Mirrored vanity area

 • Double hand wash basins

 • Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 • Indoor lavatory

 

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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Outdoors 

 • Private swimming pool (17m2)

 • Direct access to the lagoon

 • Private on-deck sun loungers

 • Private decking with rocking chairs and dining table

 • Private massage and dining sala (28m2)

In room technologies

 • Apple Media Center with innovative interactive controller

 • 42” flat screen television including keyboard

 • Bose sound system with iPOD docking station

 • Complimentary WiFi internet connection

 • Adjustable mood lighting in the room

In room service

 • Personalised chef on request

 • Extensive pillows menu

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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Lagoon Suite - Set above the crystalline waters of the lagoon, all the seven exclusive suites are accessible 

by a traditional Dhoni craft. A sublime retreat of pure opulence, these havens are designed with individual 

outdoor covered terraces on stilts crafted with split-level wooden verandas that lead into the turquoise 

waters of the lagoon. (256 m2)  

Each of the seven exclusive Lagoon Suites feature:

Bedroom – First Floor

 • Timber flooring and high ceiling bedroom

 • Deluxe king size bed (2m x 2m)

 • Two bedsides tables

 • Beautiful wall art

 • Walk in wardrobe

 • Writing desk

 • Safe (laptop capable in size with built-in charger)

 • Private wine cellar

 • Nespresso machine and tea making facilities

 • Hair dryer, iron and iron board

 • Private balcony overlooking the lagoon

Bathroom – First Floor

 • Single hand wash basin

 • Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 • Indoor lavatory

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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Bathroom – Ground Floor 

 •  Mirrored vanity area

 •  Double hand wash basins

 •  Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 •  Indoor toilet

Outdoors 

 •  Private swimming pool (17m2)

 •  Direct access to the lagoon

 •  Private on-deck sun loungers

 •  Private decking with rocking chairs and dining table

 •  Private massage and dining sala (28m2)

In room technologies 

 •  Apple Media Center with innovative interactive controller

 •  42” flat screen television including keyboard

 •  Bose sound system with iPOD docking station

 •  Complimentary WiFi internet connection

 •  Adjustable mood lighting in the room

In room service 

 •  Personalised chef on request

 •  Extensive pillows menu

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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Presidential Villa – Absolute privacy and inimitable magnificence, Jumeirah Vittaveli boasts a single villa 

fashioned to fulfill the ultimate desire of hospitality for even the most seasoned of luxury travellers.  

With a palatial interior space, the villa offers three bedrooms including a children’s bedroom, two private 

swimming pools and a deck with outdoor seating, shower and spa. With walkways perfect for midnight 

strolls, this is the epitome of island resort grandeur. (800m2) 

This single palatial Presidential Villa features:

Master Bedroom

 • Timber flooring and high ceiling bedroom

 • Deluxe king size bed (2m x 2m)

 • Two bedside tables

 • Beautiful wall art

 • Walk-in wardrobe

 • Writing desk

 • Safe (laptop capable in size with built-in charger)

 • Private wine cellar

 • Nespresso machine and tea making facilities

 • Hair dryer, iron and iron board

Bathroom 

 • Mirrored vanity area

 • Double hand wash basins

 • Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 • Reclining sofa

 • Indoor lavatory

 • Separate outdoor shower

 • Outdoor round bath tub

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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ROOMS DESCRIPTION

Second Bedroom 

 • Timber flooring and high ceiling bedroom

 • Twin beds (1m x 2m)

 • Outdoor balcony overlooking the lagoon

 • Beautiful wall art

 • Walk-in wardrobe

 • Safe (laptop capable in size with built-in charger)

 • Private wine cellar

 • Nespresso machine and tea making facilities

 • Hair dryer, iron and iron board

Second Bathroom 

 • Double hand wash basins

 • Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 • Reclining sofa

 • Indoor lavatory

Third Bedroom 

 • Timber flooring and high ceiling bedroom

 • Deluxe king size bed (2m x 2m)

 • Two bedside tables

 • Beautiful wall art

 • Walk-in wardrobe

 • Writing desk

 • Safe (laptop capable in size with built-in charger)

 • Private wine cellar

 • Nespresso machine and tea making facilities

 • Hair dryer, iron and iron board
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Bathroom 

 •  Mirrored vanity area

 •  Double hand wash basins

 •  Indoor walk-through marble rain shower

 •  Reclining sofa

 •  Indoor lavatory

 •  Separate outdoor shower

 •  Outdoor round bath tub

Living and Entertainment Room 

 •  Separate living room with private bathroom

 •  Separate entertainment room

Spa and Gym 

 •  Private treatment room and gym facilities

Outdoors 

 •  Private arrival jetty

 •  2 Private swimming pools (62m2 and 17m2)

 •  Private beach

 •  Private outdoor dining facilities

 •  Private sun loungers on the deck and on the beach

 •  Private decking with rocking chairs and dining table

 •  Private massage and dining sala (28m2)

 •  Rooftop terrace with outdoor dining area and sun loungers

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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In room technologies 

 •  Apple Media Center with innovative interactive controller

 •  5 x 42” flat screen television including keyboard (master, second & third bedrooms, living 

  room & entertainment room)

 •  Bose sound system with iPOD docking station

 •  Complimentary WiFi internet connection

 •  Adjustable mood lighting in the room

In room service 

 •  Personalised chef on request

 •  Extensive pillows menu

 •  Private butler service

ROOMS DESCRIPTION
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